
FOUNDATIONS OF GRADING

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand Students responsibilities

 Understand Teachers professional responsibilities

 Understand High-stakes assessments

 Understand Assessment information for students

 Understand Assessment information

Definition/Overview:

Decision Making: Decision making can be regarded as an outcome of mental processes

(cognitive process) leading to the selection of a course of action among several alternatives.

Every decision making process produces a final choice. The output can be an action or an

opinion of choice.

Key Points:

1. Teaching decisions

 Classroom instruction and management decisions;

o Modeling learning targets

o Motivating students

o Providing feedback to students

o Grading

 Assessment information should support these decisions.

2. Teaching decisions

 Classification decisions:

o Selection decisions

o Placement decisions

 Counseling and guidance decisions

 Credentialing and certification decisions
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 Assessment information should support these decisions.

3. Assessment information

 Assessment process of obtaining information

 Test instrument or systematic procedure for observing & describing student characteristic(s),

often paper-and-pencil

 Measurement procedure for assigning numbers (the scale) to the characteristic

4. Assessment information

 Evaluation process of making a value judgment about the worth of a students product or

performance

 Diagnostic assessment identifying individual learning requirements for a student

5. Assessment information

 Formative assessment gathering & using information about how close a student is to a

learning target, and using that information for improvement

 Summative assessment judging the quality of a students achievement after instruction is

completed

6. Assessment information

 Be clear about learning targets.

 Match assessment techniques to learning targets.

o Tasks or questions AND

o Criteria for performance

 Assessments should serve student needs.

 Use multiple performance indicators for each learning target.

7. Assessment information

 Take assessment limitations into account when you interpret results.

 The goal is dependable information about the learning target.

8. Assessment information for students
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 Focus on the learning target.

o Assessments embody what students need to learn

o Students work models/practices the learning target in content and cognitive process

 Compare their work with the target.

o What has been achieved

o What still needs to be achieved

o How to accomplish what still needs to be achieved

 Take action to improve.

9. High-stakes assessments

 High-stakes = serious consequences for:

o Students

o Teachers

o Administrators

 Different testing programs have consequences for different stakeholders.

10. High-stakes assessments

 Accountability testing in the US

 No Child Left Behind Act

o School level accountability

o Establish state standards

o Report student achievement on those standards

o Disaggregation separate reporting for subgroups of students

11. High-stakes assessments

 Content standards subject matter students should know

 Performance standards what students should be able to do

 Sanctions for schools

 Benefits and costs to schools, students, and the public
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12. High-stakes assessments

 NCLB all students must participate

o Except Limited English Proficient students during their first year after arrival, only in

Reading/Language Arts

 Accommodations for students with disabilities

 Alternate assessments for those who need more than accommodations

13. High-stakes assessments

 Assessment accommodations changes in:

o Presentation

o Response mode

o Setting

o Timing or scheduling

 Individual Education Plan (IEP) may prescribe certain accommodations.

14. Teachers professional responsibilities

 Choosing assessments

 Administering assessments

 Scoring assessments

 Interpreting results

 Communicating results

 Students rights

 Test information

 Confidentiality

 Present concerns

15. Students responsibilities

 Pay attention

 Be informed

 Present concerns
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 Follow instructions

16. Conclusions

 This chapter aimed

o To provide an orientation to what assessment is supposed to do (provide information for

educational decisions for teachers & students)

o To describe the current assessment context (the high stakes testing climate and teachers and

students responsibilities)

Topic : Validity And Reliability

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand that Validity is the soundness of your interpretations and uses of students'

assessment results.

 Understand that classroom assessment, your major validity concerns are: (a) ensuring that the

assessments truly match the learning objectives (as intended and as taught, in both content

and process); and (b) ensuring that the consequences serve students and their learning.

 Understand that Reliability is the degree to which students' results remain consistent over

replications of an assessment procedure.

 Understand that For large-scale assessment, reliability can be studied with quantitative

measures of the consistency across times, items or tasks, forms, or raters.

 Understand that For classroom assessment, your major reliability concerns are: (a) deciding

what kind of consistency, dependability, or accuracy is important for the particular

assessment; and (b) insuring that particular consistency/dependability/accuracy and

appraising evidence of it.

Definition/Overview:

Reliability is the consistency of your measurement, or the degree to which an instrument

measures the same way each time it is used under the same condition with the same subjects.

In short, it is the repeatability of your measurement. A measure is considered reliable if a
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person's score on the same test given twice is similar. It is important to remember that

reliability is not measured, it is estimated.

Validity is the strength of our conclusions, inferences or propositions. More formally, Cook

and Campbell (1979) define it as the "best available approximation to the truth or falsity of a

given inference, proposition or conclusion." In short, were we right? Let's look at a simple

example. Say we are studying the effect of strict attendance policies on class participation. In

our case, we saw that class participation did increase after the policy was established. Each

type of validity would highlight a different aspect of the relationship between our treatment

(strict attendance policy) and our observed outcome (increased class participation).

Key Points:

1. Validity defined

 Validity the soundness of your interpretations and uses of students assessment results

 Interpretation meaning

 Uses decisions based on that meaning

 Example I think a test measures reading comprehension at a certain grade level

(interpretation); therefore, I use it to help place Billie in a reading group (use). However, she

doesnt make progress as fast as she could (consequence).

2. Validity argument

 Interpretations

o Need evidence the scorce means what you say it means

 Uses

o Need evidence that this meaning is the right one for your purpose

 Values

o Need evidence this meaning implies appropriate values

 Consequences

o Need evidence of intended positive consequences of score use and no (or few) unintended

negative consequences

3. Validity of scores from test accommodations
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 Without standardized conditions, norms do not apply

 For norm-referenced interpretations, describe performance and state accommodations

 For criterion-referenced interpretations, describe what students can do, with accommodations

4. Major validity concerns for classroom assessment

 Same four validity principles

 Most important ones in the classroom

o Assessments truly match learning targets

▪ The right content at the right cognitive level

▪ Enough breadth in the sample to truly capture the target

o Consequences of using the assessment help students learn

▪ Cognitive consequences

▪ Motivational consequences

5. Assessment must truly match learning objectives

 Consequences of using assessment results must support student learning

6. Reliability defined

 Reliability the consistency of assessment results over replications

 Other things being equal, scores should not differ because of:

o Test form (question phrasing or test version)

o Occasion (time/day)

o Scorer (rater or grader)

7. Quantitative measures of reliability

 Reliability coefficients

o Correlation based measures

o Internal consistency measures

 Standard error of measurement (SEM)
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 Reliability of mastery decisions

o Percent agreement

o Other decision consistency measures

8. Major reliability concerns for classroom assessment

 Insure that the score is not a fluke, but a dependable indicator of student achievement.

What type of consistency or accuracy is most important?

o Consistency across forms

o Consistency across occasions

o Consistency of scoring or rating

 Reliability for more summative (formal, graded) assessments

 Reliability for more formative (informal, ungraded, practice) assessments

Topic : Learning Goals

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand that Learning targets focus instruction and assessment, and they also focus

students and teachers on the knowledge and skills intended for learning.

 Understand that Learning goals, state standards, content and performance standards, general

and specific learning targets, and developmental and mastery Understand that learning targets

work together and are stated at different levels of specificity.

 Taxonomies of thinking skills help you get the most out of your learning targets and

assessment tasks.

 Understand that Specific learning targets should be student centered, performance centered,

and content centered.

 Understand that Align both instruction and assessment to your learning targets.

Definition/Overview:
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In the design of any educational resource, web-based or otherwise, a crucial first step is the

explicit definition of the purpose or goals of the resource. Explicit definition of learning

goals:

 helps you to clarify what you want students to accomplish.

 helps you communicate expectations to students more effectively.

 helps you to select methods, materials and assignments that are most appropriate.

 helps to guide your assessment of what your students have learned.

Knowing where you want to end up is the first critical step in not ending up someplace else.

Explicit goals will help you ensure that your students learn what you intend them to in the

class.

Key Points:

1. Learning targets

 Learning targets are learning objectives or goals of instruction.

 They drive both instruction and assessment.

 They focus both formative and summative assessment.

 They keep students and teachers focused on the destination Where are we going?

2. Standards and learning targets

 Different levels of specificity

 General

o Overall educational goals

o State standards

 Content standards statements about what students are expected to learn

 Performance standards statements about what students can do when they have learned

3. Standards and learning targets

 Specific learning targets that for lesson planning and assessment

o Mastery learning targets statements of what students can do at the end of instruction

o Developmental learning targets statements of more life-long learning
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 Educational goal chart

 Example of an educational goal

4. Example of specific learning targets

The student is able to:

 Measure the length of objects to the nearest tenth of a meter using a meter stick.

 Measure the mass of objects to the nearest tenth of a kilogram using a simple beam balance

and one set of weights.

 3.Measure the volume of liquids to the nearest tenth of a liter using a graduated cylinder.

 Specific learning targets

 Example of what it means for a learning target to be student-centered

Poor: Provide the opportunity for students to express their opinions in classroom discussions

about why peace is so difficult to attain.

Better: A student will express his or her opinion in classroom discussions about why peace is

so difficult to attain.

Specific learning targets

Example of what it means for a learning target to be performance centered

Poor: The student is able to put an X on the picture of the correct geometric shape (circle,

triangle, rectangle, square, or ellipse) when the name of the shape is given.

Better: The student is able to identify a picture of a geometric shape (circle, triangle,

rectangle, square, or ellipse) when the name of the shape is given.

Specific learning targets
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Example of what it means for a learning target to be content centered

Poor: The student is able to write definitions of the important terms used in the text.

Better: The student is able to write definitions of the terms listed in the Important Terms and

Concepts sections of Chapters 15 of the textbook.

Taxonomies of thinking skills

 Cognitive memory, thinking, reasoning

 Affective feelings, interests, attitudes, dispositions, emotions

 Psychomotor motor skills, perceptual processes

5. Taxonomies of thinking skills

 Use a taxonomy to

o Categorize learning targets

o Make sure you teach and assess a wide range of thinking skills

o Make sure levels addressed in instruction (e.g., recall, application, analysis) match the levels

on student assessments

6. Blooms taxonomy

 Knowledge

 Comprehension

 Application

 Analysis

 Synthesis

 Evaluation

7. Revised Blooms taxonomy

 Two dimensions: Knowledge and Cognitive Process

 Knowledge dimension

o Factual knowledge

o Conceptual knowledge

o Procedural knowledge

o Metacognitive knowledge
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8. Revised Blooms taxonomy

 Cognitive Process dimension

o Remember

o Understand

o Apply

o Analyze

o Evaluate

o Create

9. Alignment

 Align learning targets to state standards

 Align instruction to learning targets

 Align assessment to learning targets

 Thus, assessment and instruction should be aligned

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Higher-Order Thinking

Planning Assessment And Instruction

Formative Assessment

Topic : Higher-Order Thinking

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand that to assess higher-order thinking, use tasks that require students to use

knowledge or skill in novel situations.

 Understand that Problem solving refers to the kind of thinking required when reaching a goal

is not automatic and students must use one or more higher-order thinking processes to do it.

 Use strategies to assess students' problem-solving skills.
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 Critical thinking is reasonable and reflective thinking focused on deciding what to believe or

do.

 Use strategies to assess students' critical thinking skills.

 Use checklists or rating scales to assess dispositions toward critical thinking.

Definition/Overview:

Higher-order thinking is a concept of Education reform based on learning taxonomies such as

Bloom's Taxonomy. The idea is that some types of learning require more cognitive

processing that others, but also have more generalized benefits. In Bloom's taxonomy, for

example, skills involving analysis, evaluation and synthesis (creation of new knowledge) are

thought to be of a higher order, requiring different learning and teaching methods, than the

learning of facts and concepts. Higher order thinking involves the learning of complex

judgmental skills such as critical thinking and problem solving. Higher order thinking is more

difficult to learn or teach but also more valuable because such skills are more likely to be

useable in novel situations (i.e., situations other than those in which the skill was learned).

Key Points:

1. Novel situations

Each table in an art class was given 18 pieces of construction paper to share. There were six

people at each table. How many pieces of paper could each one use for their work? Explain

how you got your answer.

Assess:

Adams turtle eats ants. Adam put 15 ants in the turtles bowl. After five days, the ants were all

gone. How many ants did the turtle eat each day? Explain how you got your answer.

2. Problem solving

 The kind of thinking required when reaching a goal is not automatic

 Students must use one or more higher order thinking processes

3. Good problem solving

 Defines the problem
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 Identifies obstacles to solving it

 Identifies alternative solutions for overcoming the obstacles

 Tries at least one solution

 Evaluates the relative effectiveness of different solution strategies

4. Kinds of problems

 No-brainers students do not use problem-solving skills when the solution is known

 Well-structured problems provide clear tasks, all necessary information, and allow students to

apply a learned solution strategy

5. Kinds of problems

 Ill-structured problems students must:

o Organize the information to understand it

o Clarify the problem

o Obtain additional information

o Recognize there may be several equally correct answers

6. Seventeen strategies for assessing problem-solving skills

 Identify the problem

 Pose questions

 Demonstrate linguistic understanding

 Identify irrelevancies

 Sort problem cards

 Identify assumptions

 Describe multiple strategies

7. Seventeen strategies for assessing problem-solving skills

 Model the problem

 Identify obstacles

 Justify solutions

 Justify strategies used
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 Integrate data

 Produce alternate strategies

 Use analogies

8. Seventeen strategies for assessing problem-solving skills

 Solve backwards

 Evaluate the quality of the solution

 Systematically evaluate strategies

9. Critical thinking

 Ennis: Critical thinking is reasonable, reflective thinking that is focused on deciding what to

believe or do.

 The ultimate goal of education in critical thinking is to have students use critical thinking,

without prompting, in everyday life.

10. Thirteen strategies for assessing critical thinking skills

 Focus on a question

 Analyze arguments

 Ask clarifying questions

 Judge the credibility of a source

 Judge observation reports

 Judge deductions by

o Comparing different conclusions

o Judging the truth of a conclusion

11. Thirteen strategies for assessing critical thinking skills

 Judge inductions

 Make judgments about values

 Judge definitions

 Identify implicit assumptions
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 Decide on an action

 Interact with others

 Identify rhetorical mechanisms

12. Assess dispositions toward critical thinking

 Observations of long-term habits of mind

 Use a checklist

o Yes/no inventory

o Does a student do/not do something

 Use a rating scale

o Rate the level of qualities on an inventory

o To what extent does a student do something

13. Conclusions

Novel material is absolutely necessary for assessing higher order thinking.

Applying skills and concepts to novel materials should not be new to the students at the time

of summative assessment. They should be used to handling new materials from their

experiences in instruction and formative assessment.

Problem Solving

The nature of human problem solving methods has been studied by psychologists over the

past hundred years. There are several methods of studying problem solving, including;

introspection, behaviorism, simulation and computer modeling, and experiment.

Beginning with the early experimental work of the Gestaltists in Germany, and continuing

through the 1960s and early 1970s, research on problem solving typically conducted

relatively simple, laboratory tasks (e.g. Duncker's "X-ray" problem; Ewert& Lambert's 1932

"disk" problem, later known as Tower of Hanoi) that appeared novel to participants. Various

reasons account for the choice of simple novel tasks: they had clearly defined optimal

solutions, they were solvable within a relatively short time frame, researcherscould trace

participants' problem-solving steps, and so on. The researchers made the underlying

assumption, of course, that simple tasks such as the Tower of Hanoi captured the main

properties of "real world" problems, and that the cognitive processes underlying participants'
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attempts to solve simple problems were representative of the processes engaged in when

solving "real world" problems. Thus researchers used simple problems for reasons of

convenience, and thought generalizations to more complex problems would become possible.

Perhaps the best-known and most impressive example of this line of research remains the

work by Newell and Simon (1972). The resolution of difficult problems requires a direct

attack on each of these characteristics that are encountered.

Topic : Planning Assessment And Instruction

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand that Good assessment planning and good instructional planning are Understand

that two sides of the same coin; do them together.

 Understand that Formative and summative assessment both require planning.

 Understand that A wide array of assessment options are available: paper-and-pencil,

performance, long-term assignment, and personal communication formats.

 Plan assessment directions, length, and difficulty.

 Understand that Assessment planning for a marking period should be based on learning goals

and outline the main instructional and assessment strategies you will use.

 Understand that Assessment planning for a unit of instruction should be based on learning

goals and objectives and detail the instructional and assessment strategies you will use. Use a

pretest to help plan your teaching.

 Use a blueprint to plan individual summative assessments.

Definition/Overview:

Planning in organizations and public policy is both the organizational process of creating and

maintaining a plan; and the psychological process of thinking about the activities required to
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create a desired goal on some scale. As such, it is a fundamental property of intelligent

behavior. This thought process is essential to the creation and refinement of a plan, or

integration of it with other plans, that is, it combines forecasting of developments with the

preparation of scenarios of how to react to them.

Educational assessment is the process of documenting, usually in measurable terms,

knowledge, skills, attitudes and beliefs. Assessment can focus on the individual learner, the

learning community (class, workshop, or other organized group of learners), the institution,

or the educational system as a whole. According to the Academic Exchange Quarterly:

"Studies of a theoretical or empirical nature (including case studies, portfolio studies,

exploratory, or experimental work) addressing the assessment of learner aptitude and

preparation, motivation and learning styles, learning outcomes in achievement and

satisfaction in different educational contexts are all welcome, as are studies addressing issues

of measurable standards and benchmarks" .

Key Points:

1. Plan assessment and instruction

 Plan both at the same time.

 Base both on learning targets.

 Good assessment tasks clarify what you want students to learn.

2. Planning assessment

 Assessments communicate what you really value in your students learning.

 Planning assessment helps you use a set of multiple measures to best advantage.

 Planning improves the validity of your interpretations of assessment results.

3. Plan both formative and summative assessment

 Formative uses of assessment:

o Guide and monitor student learning in progress

o Give students information to improve

o Help students feel in control of their learning

 Summative uses of assessment:
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o Evaluate students or your teaching after the unit

o Include grading

4. Assessment options

The following options presented are grouped for convenient organization as more formative

or more summative according to common uses.

However, what makes assessments formative or summative are the uses of results assessment

options can be used either way.

5. Formative assessment options

 Conversations with students

 Questioning students during instruction

 Daily homework and seatwork

 In-depth interviews or mini-conferences with students

 Growth portfolios

 Attitude and value questionnaires

6. Summative assessment options

 Teacher-made tests and quizzes

 Performance tasks focusing on procedures

 Performance tasks focusing on products

 Best works portfolios

 Textbook-supplied tests and quizzes

7. Plan the assessment process

 Make clear to students how and when they will be assessed.

 Plan the length of assessment:

o Method

o Time

o Difficulty
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 Plan clear directions (written or oral).

8. Assessment planning for a marking period

 Based on general learning targets

 Topic outline

 Main assessment strategies

 Units of instruction

9. Assessment planning for a unit

 Based on specific learning targets

 Specific content, terms, thinking skills

 Plan specific assessments:

o Formative

o Summative

 Plan how you will use assessment results

 Plan how you will weight summative assessments in grading

10. Use a pretest

 Assess students:

o Attitudes about the units topic

o Previous school experience & study

o Knowledge of key concepts & terms

o Personal experiences with the topic

 Use this information to help plan teaching

11. Use a blueprint

 Plan individual tests

 Blueprint (or table of specifications) includes:

o Content

o Thinking skills

o Specific learning targets

o Emphasis (weight)
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 This information helps you write a test that is interpretable as you intend>

Example of a test blueprint for a middle school science unit

Other uses of test blueprints

 Share with students

 Use from year to year to maintain equivalence of assessments

o UNLESS the learning targets change

12. Types of Assessment

The term assessment is generally used to refer to all activities teachers use to help students

learn and to gauge student progress. Though the notion of assessment is generally more

complicated than the following categories suggest, assessment is often divided for the sake of

convenience using the following distinctions:

 formative and summative

 objective and subjective

 referencing (criterion-referenced, norm-referenced, and ipsative)

 informal and formal.

13. Formative and summative

Assessment is often divided into formative and summative categories for the purpose of

considering different objectives for assessment practices.

 Summative assessment - Summative assessment is generally carried out at the end of a course

or project. In an educational setting, summative assessments are typically used to assign

students a course grade.

 Formative assessment - Formative assessment is generally carried out throughout a course or

project. Formative assessment, also referred to as "educative assessment," is used to aid

learning. In an educational setting, formative assessment might be a teacher (or peer) or the
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learner, providing feedback on a student's work, and would not necessarily be used for

grading purposes.

Topic : Formative Assessment

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand that Formative assessment is a loop: Students and teachers focus on a learning

target, evaluate current student work against the target, act to move the work closer to the

target, and repeat.

 Understand that Cognitive benefits of formative assessment include providing the

information students need in order to improve and giving the student practice at "learning

how to learn."

 Understand that Motivational benefits of formative assessment include helping students feel

in control of their own learning and supporting self-regulation.

 Understand that A system of good assignments, formative feedback and self-assessment,

summative assessments, and scoring criteria that all match the learning targets add up to

support learning.

 Understand that Formative assessment information for the teacher can come from talking

with students, observing them working, or looking at the work itself.

 Understand that Formative assessment information for the student comes mainly in the form

of feedback. Good feedback is descriptive, specific, and contains information for

improvement.

 Record the results of formative assessments, look for patterns, and share your insights with

students.

Definition/Overview:

Formative assessment is a self-reflective process that intends to promote student attainment .

Cowie and Bell define it as the bidirectional process between teacher and student to enhance,

recognise and respond to the learning. Black and Wiliam consider an assessment formative

when the feedback from learning activities is actually used to adapt the teaching to meet the

learner's needs. Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick have re-interpreted research on formative
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assessment and feedback and shown how these processes can help students take control of

their own learning (self-regulated learning).

Key Points:

1. Student-centered

 Formative assessment is all about what the student understands.

 Teacher originates learning targets.

o After all, they wouldnt be targets if students already knew or could do them!

 Teacher needs to be clearly define what the target.

o Harder than you might think, sometimes!

2. Student-centered

 Communicate the target to students

o Modeling

o Assignments

o Direct instruction

o Rubrics

o Assessments

o Examples of good work

3. Student-centered

 Students have to buy in.

 Communicating the target must include communicating why its important to learn.

 For any given target, different students will have different motivations:

o Interest

o Wanting to do what you can do

o Wanting to work with others

4. Student-centered

 Student self-assessment

 Needs to be taught doesnt come naturally
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5. Cognitive benefits

 Student performance is improved on standardized measures of achievement.

 Improvement is seen at all levels:

o Primary

o Intermediate

o Secondary

 Improvement is especially noticeable among low achieving students.

6. Cognitive benefits

 Formative assessment allows students to receive feedback on precisely the points they need

in order to improve, and it shows them what to do next to get better.

 Formative assessment helps teachers and students identify what students can do with help and

what they can do independently.

7. Cognitive benefits

 Participating in formative assessment is active learning; it keeps students on task and focused

on learning goals.

 Formative assessment, especially peer and self evaluation, helps students with the social

construction of knowledge.

8. Motivational benefits

 Different students respond differently to the various aspects of the formative assessment

process.

 For most, carrying out plans for improvement

o Makes their work better, AND

o Helps them feel in control of their learning

 Self-regulation

9. Motivational benefits
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 More complicated for failure-accepting students and others with negative feelings about

themselves and their work

 Deal first with the negative feelings after failure, then with the information for improvement

10. Learning targets are the hub

Examples

Examples

Examples

Examples

11. Formative assessment information

 Comes from:

o Talking with students

o Observing students while they are working

o Looking at the student work itself

 Is NOT used for grading

12. Rubrics

 Share with students

 Provide clear performance level descriptors to help students compare their work with the

target

 Instruct students on use

13. Feedback to students

 Good feedback is:

o Descriptive

o Specific

o Contains information for improvement

 Good formative feedback is:

o Criterion-referenced (compare work with target)

o Self-referenced (compare work with students own previous work)
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14. Feedback to students

 Outcome feedback is knowledge of results.

o You got a B on that paper.

 Cognitive feedback describes the connections between aspects of the task and the students

achievement.

o It doesnt seem like you used the study guide very much.

15. Feedback to students

 Descriptive feedback gives information about the work.

o I like the way you developed your main character.

 Evaluative feedback passes judgment on the work.

o A or Good job!

16. Feedback to students

 Feedback varies in clarity. Students have to clearly understand what your feedback means if

it is to be useful to them.

 Feedback varies in specificity. General statements are usually less helpful for improvement

than specific descriptions and suggestions.

17. Feedback to students

 Feedback varies in person.

o I dont understand what you mean here is better than You didnt say this clearly.

o This paragraph doesnt have supporting details is better than You didnt use supporting details.

 Feedback varies in tone. Keep the tone supportive.

18. Record the results

 Aids your memory

 Helps you see patterns in student work

19. Conclusions
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Formative assessment is a learning loop.

This chapter described good formative assessment as based on learning goals and highlighted

the importance of appropriate teacher feedback and student self-assessment.

We have explained this in terms of its one-two punch, namely, that formative assessment

addresses student cognitive and motivational needs at the same time.

Formative assessments have evolved as a means to adapt to student needs. Historically

formative assessments were of instructional units and diagnostic assessments were used for

placement purposes. Formative assessments are part of instruction designed to provide crucial

feedback for teachers and students. Assessment results inform the teacher of what has been

taught well and not so well. They inform students of what they have learned well and not

learned so well. As opposed to a summative assessments designed to make judgments about

student performance and produce grades, the role of a formative assessment is to improve

learning. As opposed to benchmark tests that are used to predict student performance on other

tests (most often state assessments), formative assessments are intimately connected to

instruction.

Formative assessments are: For Learning The purpose of formative assessment is to enhance

learning not to allocate grades. Summative assessments are designed to allocate grades. The

goal of formative assessment is to improve; summative assessment to prove. Embedded in

Instruction - Formative assessments are considered a part of instruction and the instructional

sequence. What students are taught is reflected in what they are assessed.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Completion And Selected Response Test Items

Constructed Response Test Items

Topic : Completion And Selected Response Test Items

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Align assessments to the content and performance requirements of your learning targets.
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 Understand that Short-answer items require a word, short phrase, number, or symbol

response.

 Understand that a true-false item consists of a statement or a proposition that a student must

judge and mark as either true or false.

 Understand that a multiple-choice item consists of one or more introductory sentences

followed by a list of two or more suggested responses. The student must choose the correct

answer.

 Understand that introductory materials (readings, graphs, tables, and maps) used in context-

dependent item sets can help assess higher order thinking.

 Understand that A matching exercise presents a student with three things: (1) directions for

matching, (2) a list of premises, and (3) a list of responses.

Definition/Overview:

Classroom assessment is complex and challenging. Teachers need to consider the cognitive,

affective, and psychomotor levels for achievement of their educational objectives. This topic

discusses how to develop testing blue-prints; selected-response tests, including multiple-

choice, true-false, matching, or other objective tests; completion or essay testing; problem

solving/critical thinking activities; performance assessment; and computer-based testing.

Key Points:

1. Align assessment to learning targets

 Content

 Performance

 Thinking skills

o Objective items, especially multiple choice, can tap higher-order thinking if carefully written.

 Clear presentation to students of what is required for each task or item

2. Short-answer items

 Question

o What is the capital of Montana? _________

 Completion

o The capital of Montana is __________.
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 Association

o Identify the symbols (or numbers, labels, etc.) for a given list of terms

3. Guidelines for writing short-answer items

 Assess an important aspect of the units instructional targets.

 Match your assessment plan in terms of performance, emphasis, and number of points.

 Write items in question format if possible.

 Have an answer that is a brief phrase, single word, or single number.

 Have the blank toward the end of the sentence.

 Avoid textbook wording.

4. Guidelines for writing short-answer items

 Omit an important (not a trivial) word.

 Have only one or two blanks.

 Have blanks the same length, and in the same format, as all items.

 Have directions for students on the amount of precision you want in the answer, if

appropriate.

 Avoid grammatical or other clues.

5. True-false items

 True-false

o The sum of all the angles in any four-sided closed figure equals 360 degrees. T F

 Yes-no

 Right-wrong

 Correction

 Multiple true-false

 Yes-no with explanation

6. Guidelines for writing true-false items

 Assess an important aspect of the units instructional targets.

 Match your assessment plan in terms of performance, emphasis, and number of points.

 Assess important ideas (not trivia or common sense).
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 Write propositions that are definitely true or definitely false.

 Avoid textbook wording.

7. Guidelines for writing true-false items

 Write items that are about the same length, whether true or false.

 Avoid a repetitive pattern of answers.

 Avoid verbal clues.

 State the source of the opinion, if your item presents an opinion.

 Focus on only one important idea or on one relationship between ideas.

8. Multiple choice items

Which president of the United Stateswas elected to four terms?

a. Abraham Lincoln

b. Theodore Roosevelt

*c. Franklin D. Roosevelt

9. Guidelines for writing multiple choice items

 Assess an important aspect of the units instructional targets.

 Match your assessment plan in terms of performance, emphasis, and number of points.

 Ask a direct question or set a specific problem.

 Put the alternatives at the end.

 Put repeated words in the stem.

10. Guidelines for writing multiple choice items

 Place the word in the stem and definitions in the alternatives, if testing definitions.

 Avoid cluing and linking (where the correct answer of one item depends on another item).

 Avoid textbook wording.

 Use simple vocabulary and sentence structure.

11. Guidelines for writing multiple choice items
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 Use consistent, correct punctuation and grammar relative to the stem.

 Avoid phrasing the item so the students personal opinion is an option.

 Arrange alternatives in a logical order.

 Have distractors that would be plausible to non-knowledgeable students.

12. Guidelines for writing multiple choice items

 Have homogenous alternatives.

 Have distractors based on common errors or misconceptions if possible.

 Have 3 to 5 functional alternatives.

 Have one correct or best answer.

 Avoid all of the above and use none of the above sparingly.

13. Context-dependent item sets

 Use introductory material.

o Readings

o Tables, graphs, or charts

o Pictures

o Formulas, lists of terms or symbols

 Write a set of items requiring students to interpret the material.

14. Context-dependent item sets

 A good way to assess higher-order thinking

 The introductory material allows you to present novel material to students.

 The questions can be about interpreting, not recalling, material.

15. Matching exercises

Match the simple machine with its definition.

16. Guidelines for writing matching exercises

 Assess an important aspect of the units instructional targets.

 Match your assessment plan in terms of performance, emphasis, and number of points.

 Have homogeneous premises and responses.

 Have responses that function as plausible alternatives for each premise
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 Have longer statements in the premise list and shorter ones in the response list.

17. Guidelines for writing matching exercises

 Have directions that clearly state the basis for matching.

 Arrange responses in a meaningful way, if possible.

 Avoid perfect matching.

 Have fewer than 10 responses.

 Number the premises and letter the responses.

18. Conclusions

Short-answer, true-false, multiple choice, and matching items are building blocks for

objective tests. For each format, we identified the basic varieties and discussed their uses.

We gave guidelines for writing each type. Many learning targets are well assessed with

objective items. Other learning targets require students to construct, instead of select,

their responses. We turn to those in the next chapter.

Selection of item types should be based on the types of outcomes trying to assess. Certain

item types such as true/false, supplied response, and matching, work well for assessing

lower-order outcomes (i.e., knowledge or comprehension goals), while other item types

such as essays, performance assessments, and some multiple choice questions, are better

for assessing higher-order outcomes (i.e., analysis, synthesis, or evaluation goals).

With objectives in hand, it may be useful to create a test blueprint that specifies outcomes

and the types of items plan to use to assess those outcomes. Further, test items are often

weighted by difficulty. On test blueprint, may wish to assign lower point values to items

that assess lower-order skills (knowledge, comprehension) and higher point values to

items that assess higher-order skills (synthesis, evaluation)

17. Multiple Choice Questions

 Avoid responses that are interrelated. One answer should not be similar to others.
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 Avoid negatively stated items: "Which of the following is not a method of food irradiation?"

It is easy to miss the the negative word "not." If you use negatives, bold-face the negative

qualifier to ensure people see it.

 Avoid making your correct response different from the other responses, grammatically, in

length, or otherwise.

 Avoid the use of "none of the above." When a students guesses "none of the above," you still

do not know if they know the correct answer.

 Avoid repeating words in the question stem in your responses. For example, if you use the

word "purpose" in the question stem, do not use that same word in only one of the answers,

as it will lead people to select that specific response.

 Use plausible, realistic responses.

 Create grammatically parallel items to avoid giving away the correct response. For example,

if you have four responses, do not start three of them with verbs and one of them with a noun.

 Always place the "term" in your question stem and the "definition" as one of the response

options.

Topic : Constructed Response Test Items

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand that Constructed response test items ask students to compose their responses, and

are scored with a judgment of the quality of those responses.

 Understand that Restricted response essay items limit both the content of students' answers

and the form of their written responses.

 Understand that Extended response essay items require students to express their own ideas

and to organize their own answers.

 Understand that Good essay questions ask students to use the higher-order thinking skills

specified in their learning targets.

 Show-the-work problems on math.

Definition/Overview:
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An examination item requiring recall or completion as opposed to recognition (e.g., drawing

a diagram; filling in a form; labeling the parts of a piece of equipment; writing a sentence,

paragraph, or essay)

Key Points:

1. Constructed response items

 Essay questions

 Show-the-work problems

 Both the task and the scoring should match the learning target.

 This chapter deals with the tasks (essay questions or show-the-work problems).

 Chapter 10 discusses scoring.

2. Restricted response essays

 Limit the responses

 Still require higher-order thinking, not recall

 Can include interpretive material

 Several restricted response essays usually yield better information about student

understanding than one extended essay.

3. Extended response essays

 Students ideas and organization are both important.

 Multiple correct (or good) answers

 Use to tap extended thinking

 Consider a take-home essay assignment if the question is too involved

4. Guidelines for writing essay questions

 Assess an important aspect of the units instructional targets.

 Match your assessment plan in terms of performance, emphasis, and number of points.

 Require students to apply their knowledge to a new or novel situation.

5. Guidelines for writing essay questions
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 Define a task with specific directions (rather than leave the task so broad that virtually any

response can satisfy it).

 Use a level of complexity appropriate for students level of maturity.

 Require the student to demonstrate more than recall of facts, definitions, generalizations or

other ideas.

6. Guidelines for writing essay questions

 Word questions in a way that leads all students to interpret the item in the way you intended.

 Make all of the following clear to the students:

o Length of the required writing

o Purpose for which they are writing

o Amount of time to be devoted to answering this item

o Basis on which their answers will be evaluated

7. Guidelines for writing essay questions

 For essays requiring students to state and support their opinions on controversial matters,

make clear to the students that their assessment will be based on the logic and evidence

supporting their arguments, rather than the actual position taken or opinion stated.

8. Using essay questions

 May influence students to study concepts, not memorize facts

 Use with objective test items to maximize depth and breadth of coverage

 Require students to answer the same questions for summative assessment

 Can use optional questions in formative assessment

9. Show-the-work problems

 Similar to essays

 Should require more than recall

 Task should be clear

 Set of problems should cover the range of thinking described in the learning targets

10. Conclusions
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The ability to reason in the content area, and to articulate that reasoning, are valued learning

targets. Good essay questions embody those outcomes. Show-the-work problems are

analogous. When the learning targets go beyond reasoning and expression to even more

complex outcomes, we generally call that performance assessment. We turn to performance

assessment in the next chapter.

Essay questions are a more complex version of constructed response assessments. With essay

questions, there is one general question or proposition, and the student is asked to respond in

writing. This type of assessment is very powerful -- it allows the students to express

themselves and demonstrate their reasoning related to a topic. Essay questions often demand

the use of higher level thinking skills, such as analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

Essay questions may appear to be easier to write than multiple choice and other question

types, but writing effective essay questions requires a great deal of thought and planning. If

an essay question is vague, it will be much more difficult for the students to answer and much

more difficult for the instructor to score. Well-written essay questions have the following

features:

 They specify how the students should respond.

o Example

o Non-Example

 They provide information about the value/weight of the question and how it will be scored.

o Example

o Non-Example

 They emphasize higher-level thinking skills.

o Example

o Non-Example

Essay questions are used both as formative assessments (in classrooms) and summative

assessments (on standardized tests). There are 2 major categories of essay questions -- short

response (also referred to as restricted or brief ) and extended response.

11. Short Response

Short response questions are more focused and constrained than extended response questions.

For example, a short response might ask a student to "write an example," "list three reasons,"

or "compare and contrast two techniques." The short response items on the Florida
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assessment (FCAT) are designed to take about 5 minutes to complete and the student is

allowed up to 8 lines for each answer. The short responses are scored using a 2-point scoring

rubric. A complete and correct answer is worth 2 points. A partial answer is worth 1 point.

Sample Short Response Question

(10th Grade Reading)

How are the scrub jay and the mockingbird different? Support your answer with details and

information from the article.

[Fig 1]

12. Extended Response

Extended responses can be much longer and complex then short responses, but students

should be encouraged to remain focused and organized. On the FCAT, students have 14 lines

for each answer to an extended response item, and they are advised to allow approximately

10-15 minutes to completeeach item. The FCAT extended responses are scored using a 4-

point scoring rubric. A complete and correct answer is worth 4 points. A partial answer is

worth 1, 2, or 3 points.

Sample Extended Response Question

(5th Grade Science)

Robert is designing a demonstration to display at his schools science fair. He will show how

changing the position of a fulcrum on a lever changes the amount of force needed to lift an

object. To do this, Robert will use a piece of wood for a lever and a block of wood to act as a

fulcrum. He plans to move the fulcrum to different places on the lever to see how its

placement affects the force needed to lift an object.

Part A Identify at least two other actions that would make Roberts demonstration better.

Part B Explain why each action would improve the demonstration.

[Fig 2]

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Performance Assessment

Scoring: Points, Rubrics, And Other Scales

Topic : Performance Assessment

Topic Objective:
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At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand that Performance assessment involves observing a student process or evaluating a

student product.

 Understand that A performance assessment must have two components: the performance task

itself and a clear rubric for scoring.

 Understand that Performance assessment, alternative assessment, and authentic assessment

are not the same things.

 Write performance tasks to tap complex learning targets.

 Understand that Tasks assessing the same content learning target can differ from one another.

 Understand that Portfolios are purposeful collections of student work and student reflection

on that work.

Definition/Overview:

Performance assessments are designed to judge student abilities to USE specific knowledge

and research skills. Most performance assessments require the student to manipulate

equipment to solve a problem or make an analysis. Rich performance assessments reveal a

variety of problem solving approaches, thus providing insight into a student's level of

conceptual and procedural knowledge.

Key Points:

1. Performance assessments

 Use when learning target calls for:

o Student performance of a process and/or

o Student creation of a product

 Apply learning to new situations

 Share both the task and the criteria for evaluation (e.g., scoring rubrics) with students

2. Performance assessments

 Performance task elicits the process or product

 Rubrics (or other scoring schemes) structure observation of the process or product

 This chapter discusses the tasks.
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 Chapter 10 discusses the scoring.

3. Types of performance tasks

 Structured, on-demand tasks for individual students, groups, or both

o Paper-and-pencil tasks

o Tasks requiring equipment and resources beyond paper and pencil

o Demonstrations

 Naturally occurring or typical performance tasks

4. Types of performance tasks

 Longer-term projects for individual students, groups, or both

o Long-term reports

o Tasks requiring equipment and resources beyond paper and pencil

o Experiments

o Oral presentations and dramatizations

5. Portfolios

 Best-work portfolios

o Showcase achievement and accomplishments

 Growth and learning-progress portfolios

o Illustrate the process of learning

6. Non-interchangeable terms

 Performance assessment

o Assessments requiring observation and judgment of a student process or product

 Alternative assessment

o Assessments that are not paper-and-pencil tests

 Authentic assessment

o Assessments that are realistic to some context

7. Guidelines for writing performance tasks

 Assess an important aspect of the units instructional targets.
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 Match your assessment plan in terms of performance, emphasis, and number of points.

8. Guidelines for writing performance tasks

 Require a student to do something (i.e., a performance) rather than requiring only writing

about how to do it, or simply to recall or copy information.

 Allow enough time so all students can complete the task under your specified conditions.

9. Guidelines for writing performance tasks

 For an open-response task, use wording and directions to make clear to students that they

may use a variety of approaches and strategies, that you will accept more than one answer as

correct, and that they need to fully elaborate their responses.

10. Guidelines for writing performance tasks

 If the task is intended to be authentic or realistic, present a situation that your level of

students will recognize as coming from the real world.

 If the task requires locating and using resources outside the classroom, ensure all students fair

and equal access to the expected resources.

11. Guidelines for writing performance tasks

 In directions and other wording, make clear:

o A meaningful and appropriate task for the students, written so all students can understand

o The purpose or goal of the task

o The length or degree of elaboration you expect in a response

o The bases for evaluation

12. Guidelines for writing performance tasks

 Have task materials properly constructed and appropriate to the intended performance.

 If there are students with disabilities in your class, have appropriate accommodations for their

needs.

13. Suggestions for performance tasks
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 Choose a situation or task likely to have personal meaning for most of your students.

 Blend the familiar and the novel so the task will be challenging, but will not be so demanding

or strange that it becomes frustrating.

 Choose a situation or task grounded in the real-world experience of the students you are

teaching.

14. Suggestions for performance tasks

 Choose a situation or task that requires students to apply some knowledge and skills they

have acquired outside of your class.

 Choose tasks that assess if students can transfer their knowledge and skills from classroom

examples to similar but new (for them) tasks.

15. Properties of tasks

 Control task properties to match learning targets.

o Time (long, short)

o Structure (high, low)

o Participation (individual, group, both)

o Process, product, or both

o Modality (one or more response modes oral, written, drawing, etc.)

16. Project management strategies

 Monitor students

 Mentor students

 Monitor procedures

 Clarify expectations

 Put expectations in writing

 Clarify standards

17. Project management strategies

 Let students participate in setting standards

 Clarify deadlines
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 Require progress reports

 Minimize plagiarism opportunities

18. Portfolios

 Purposeful collections of:

o Student work

o Reflections on that work

 Thus, the first thing to do is decide on the purpose.

o Best-work portfolio final products, summative

o Growth and learning-progress portfolio examples of progress, formative

19. Six steps for developing a portfolio system

 Step 1. Identify Portfolios Purpose and Focus

o What is this portfolio for?

o What learning targets will it assess?

 Step 2. Identify the General Achievement Dimensions to Be Assessed

o Knowledge

o Skills

20. Six steps for developing a portfolio system

 Step 3. Identify Appropriate Organization

o Types of entries

o Student reflections

o Organization (Table of contents? Format?)

 Step 4. Use Portfolio in Practice

o Incorporate in classroom lessons

o Conferences, sharing with parents, etc.?

21. Six steps for developing a portfolio system

 Step 5. Evaluate Portfolios and Entries
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o Rubrics

o Score each entry or portfolio overall?

o Narrative comments

 Step 6. Evaluate Rubrics

o Consistent with purpose of portfolio

o Reliable

22. Conclusions

This chapter has discussed:

o selecting appropriate learning targets for performance assessment, and

o Creating the tasks or assignments for students.

A performance assessment is not complete without a scoring scheme. Therefore, chapter 9 is

not complete without chapter 10.

For the past several years the dissatisfaction with objectively scored tests has intensified

significantly. Teachers are rebelling; the press has joined in the criticism. Test companies

have tried to respond but not altogether successfully. The basis of the complaint lies in the

fact that objectively scored tests are not valid measures of what is important to learn in

school. Objectively scored tests--multiple choice, completion, short answer--emphasize the

acquisition of and the memorization of information. They cannot be appropriately used to

measure many higher level thinking abilities nor can they be used to measure some other

important goals of schooling. To deal with this reality, educators have begun to develop and

use "more authentic" measures of student learning--measures which do, in fact, assess higher

level thinking and other skills and abilities which students will use throughout their lives.

The term "authentic" as it is currently used to describe this new genre of tests offends many

test writers. It seems to suggest that objectively scored tests are phony or artificial. Not so,

but they are limited in the kinds of learning that they can measure. Hopefully, this lesson will

not cause you to throw the baby out with the bath water but rather will cause you to think

carefully about your purpose for testing students and then select the kind of test (items) which

will best serve your purpose. For some of your purposes objectively scored items will be

appropriate, for others you will need more authentic measures.
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Performance assessment, also known as alternative or authentic assessment, is a form of

testing that requires students to perform a task rather than select an answer from a ready-

made list. For example, a student may be asked to explain historical events, generate

scientific hypotheses, solve math problems, converse in a foreign language, or conduct

research on an assigned topic. Experienced raters either teachers or other trained staff--then

judge the quality of the student's work based on an agreed-upon set of criteria.

Topic : Scoring: Points, Rubrics, And Other Scales

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand that The purpose of a scoring scheme is to communicate the intended meaning of

the assessment results.

 Score objective items as right or wrong (usually 1 or 0 points, respectively).

 Score essays, show-the-work problems, and performance assessments with partial credit

scoring (rubrics, checklists, rating scales, or point-based scoring schemes).

 Create rubrics that clarify standards of achievement.

 Score partial credit items with strategies that maximize scoring reliability.

 Understand that Checklists mark attributes as present or absent.

 Understand that Ratings scales assess the degree to which students have demonstrated various

attributes.

 Understand that Some scoring schemes assign points to various aspects of a response.

Definition/Overview:

In statistics, a standard score is a dimensionless quantity derived by subtracting the

population mean from an individual raw score and then dividing the difference by the

population standard deviation. This conversion process is called standardizing or

normalizing. Standard scores are also called z-values, z-scores, normal scores, and

standardized variables. The standard score indicates how many standard deviations an

observation is above or below the mean. It allows comparison of observations from different

normal distributions, which is done frequently in research. The standard score is not the same
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as the z-factor used in the analysis of high-throughput screening data, but is sometimes

confused with it.

Key Points:

1. Score meaning

 The big deal about a score isnt the number, its what the number means.

 For example, 15 by itself is meaningless.

 If I got 15 and you got 16 and the scale is reliable, then you did better than I did.

 Still not a lot of meaning there!

2. Score meaning

 Raw scores are the number of points assigned to performance on an assessment.

 Raw scores need a referencing framework to be meaningful.

o Norm-referencing

o Criterion-referencing

o Self-referencing

o Standards-referencing

3. Norm-referencing

 Compares a students performance to a norm group that took the same assessment under the

same conditions

 The composition of the norm group is important.

 Example: Jack scored at the 50th percentile, that is, his score is higher than half of the

students in the norm group.

4. Criterion-referencing

 Compares a students performance to established criteria in a domain

 Tells what the student can do

 Example: Jack can do multi-step word problems that require three-digit subtraction, with

95% accuracy.

5. Self-referencing
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 Compares a students performance with expectations for that individual student

o Based on ability

o Based on improvement from previous performance

 Example: Jack did very well this week. He did 3 more word problems correctly than last

week. For him, thats good.

6. Standards-referencing

 As currently practiced, has elements of both norm- and criterion-referencing

 Compares students performance with state performance standards

 Usually done by setting cut scores on a test, and in standard setting sessions panelists usually

consider both the standards and expected levels of student performance

7. Objective items

 Right/wrong items are usually scored 1 (right) or 0 (wrong)

 Sum points for a total score

 Sometimes report %

o e.g., 18 right out of 20=90%

8. Objective items

 Consider the total points before taking a percentage

o Have enough points

 Have items at all difficulty levels of expected performance

o Low performers should be classified as such by getting easy items right, not just getting hard

items wrong.

9. Item analysis

 For machine-scored objective tests

 Total test reliability (usually KR20)

 Item difficulty

o p = proportion of students who got the item correct

o Range .00 to 1.00

o Items should be at appropriate level of difficulty.
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10. Item analysis

 Item discrimination

o Items are working right if higher scorers tend to get them right more than lower scorers do.

o D compares proportion of high scorers getting item correct with proportion of low scorers

who do

o rpbis correlation of item score (1/0) with total test score

 Eliminate items with negative discrimination.

11. Item analysis

 Table of answer choices

o Most students should pick the key (right answer).

o Wrong answers should be random (guessing).

 Distractors that no one picks are not functioning read and perhaps edit.

 If one particular distractor is chosen a lot, it may be ambiguous read and perhaps edit.

12. Partial credit scoring

 Items that have a range of quality (not just right/wrong)

o Essays

o Show-the-work problems

o Performance assessments

13. Rubrics

 Each trait or criterion is described according to levels of performance.

 Descriptive, not judgmental

o Example: A level under a criterion about supporting evidence in an essay would not say

excellent, but rather examples are relevant and clear.

 Help students understand the qualities of good work.

Example of the content rubric from a set of rubrics for written reports
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14. Guidelines for writing rubrics

 Emphasize the most important content and processes of the learning targets.

 For each achievement dimensions score, match the emphasis for that achievement dimension

in your assessment plan.

15. Guidelines for writing rubrics

 For the maximum possible total points, match the emphasis for that learning target(s) in your

assessment plan.

 Be clear to students.

 Give students guidance to improve their performance on the learning targets.

16. Guidelines for writing rubrics

 Faithfully apply a general rubric, conceptual framework, or learning progression appropriate

to the learning target.

 Have clear, observable levels of performance.

17. Guidelines for writing rubrics

 Allow for assessment of all knowledge, skills, and use of processes that are important to the

learning targets.

 Clearly describe how alternative correct answers or strategies are to be rated, if applicable.

Allow for distinctions between achievement levels.

Holistic or analytic rubrics:

one or several judgments?

Description of performance:

general or task-specific?

Maximize scoring reliability

 Score all answers to the same question, then move on to the next.

 Shuffle papers to reduce carryover effect.

 Score each question as a unique answer to avoid halo effect.

 Score papers anonymously.
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18. Checklists

 Mark attributes as present (check) or absent (no check)

 Can be totaled or left as individual marks, as appropriate

 Types of checklists:

o Behavior

o Product

o Procedure

19. Rating scales

 Rate the degree to which students achieved each dimension

 Typically short scales

o Examples: 1-4, 1-5, 1-6

o Verbal anchors, for example: Never, Rarely, Occasionally, Frequently

 Use for teaching as well as assessment

20. Point scoring schemes

 Most often used for scoring essay or show-the-work test questions

 Use for comprehension- or application-level questions where the right answer contains things

that can be counted

21. Conclusions

This chapter described different kinds of scoring, and ways to maximize scoring

accuracy, that are especially suited for classroom assessment.

So far, weve been talking about scoring individual assessments. In the next chapter well

look at how to put individual scores together to assign report card grades.

With the arrival of printing, other typographic effects such as italic type, or using a bold,

or different size type, became used for emphasizing a section of text, and as printing in

two colours is more expensive and time consuming, red rubrics have since tended to be

reserved specifically for religious service books, luxury editions, or books where design is

emphasized.
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William Morris's medieval-inspired typography for the Kelmscott Press at the end of the

19th century included chapter titles and other accents in red (or rarely blue) ink, and was

influential on small press art typography associated with the Arts and Crafts movement in

both England and the United States, particularly the work of the Ashendene, Doves, and

Roycroft presses.

Around 1900, red rubrics were incorporated into a Red letter edition of the King James

translation of the Bible to distinguish the words spoken by Jesus during his mortal

ministry, that translation lacking quotation marks. Other versions of the bible have since

adopted the popular practice.

In recent years, a more specific meaning of a "scoring tool" for tests has developed in the

field of education from the older senses of the word.

22. Rubric

A rubric is a word or section of text which is written or printed in red ink to highlight it.

The term derives from the Latin: rubrica, meaning red ochre or red chalk, and originates

in Medieval illuminated manuscripts from the 13th century or earlier. In these, red letters

were used to highlight initial capitals (particularly of psalms), section headings and names

of religious significance, a practice known as rubrication, which was a separate stage in

the production of a manuscript.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Grading

Interpreting Standardized Test Scores

Topic : Grading

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand that The main purpose of grading is to communicate information about student

achievement.

 Understand that Report cards are an official means of reporting student progress.
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 Understand that A criterion-referenced grading method matches the typical standards-based

or objectives-based approach to teaching.

 Use criterion-referenced methods for combining scores into one summary achievement grade.

 Understand that Grading creates a measurement scale thatlike any scaleshould be valid and

reliable.

 Understand that Grade book computer programs can help with the record keeping,

calculating, and reporting needed for grading.

Definition/Overview:

In education, a grade (or mark) is a teacher's standardized evaluation of a student's work. In

some countries, evaluations can be expressed quantifiably, and calculated into a numeric

grade point average (GPA), which is used as a metric by employers and others to assess and

compare students. A cumulative grade point average (CGPA) is the mean GPA from all

terms, whereas GPA may only refer to a single term.

As cited by Neil Postman, Keith Hoskin argues that the concept of grading students' work

quantitatively was developed by a tutor named William Farish, and first implemented by the

University of Cambridge in 1792. Hoskin'sassertion has been questioned by Christopher

Stray, who finds the evidence for Farish as the inventor of the numerical mark to be

unpersuasive. Stray's article elucidates the complex relationship between the mode of

examination (testing), in this case oral or written, and the varying philosophies of education

these modes imply, both to teacher and student. As a technology, grading both shapes and

reflects many fundamental areas of educational theory and practice.

Key Points:

1. Purpose of grades

 Communicate student achievement of learning targets for the marking period.

 Base grades on achievement information.

 Evaluate effort and behavior.

o Use the information for classroom management and instruction.

o Do not average the evaluations into the grade.

2. Report cards
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 Official progress reports

 Other methods:

o Narrative reports

o Parent-teacher (and sometimes student) conferences

 Multiple methods can be used.

3. Criterion-referenced grading methods

 Match an instructional model based on learning targets

 Recommended

 Other methods:

o Norm-referenced ranking students

o Self-referenced good for formative assessment but doesnt hold meaning apart from the

student

4. Four criterion-referenced methods

 Fixed percentage method

 Total points method

o Either the fixed percentage or total points method is recommended when most assignment

grades are percentages.

 Rubric method (or quality level method)

 Median method

o Either the rubric or median method is recommended when many assignment grades are rubric

scores.

5. Validity and reliability of your grading scale

 Types of student performances evaluated

o Assessed: lots of things

o Reported: achievement, behavior, effort

o Graded: achievement

6. Validity and reliability of your grading scale

 Make your marking scales consistent across all assignments throughout the marking period.
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o Helps with combining assignments

o Helps with weighting

7. Validity and reliability of your grading scale

 Decide the components making up the grade and their weighting in relation to the final grade.

o Use your assessment plan to do this

8. Validity and reliability of your grading scale

 Consider the standards or boundaries for each letter grade.

o How are they set?

o Are they meaningful?

9. Validity and reliability of your grading scale

 What do you do with students who are just at the border between two letter grades?

o Adjust, either up or down, based on other achievement information.

o Most teachers only consider upward adjustments.

10. Validity and reliability of your grading scale

 What does failure (F) mean?

o Failure to achieve learning targets

o Failure to try

11. Validity and reliability of your grading scale

 Understand the impact of assigning zero for a mark on one or more components of a grade.

o Grade intervals arent equal (the F range is larger), so a zero (at the bottom of the F range) has

more impact than a score at the bottom of the other grade ranges.

o Decide when, if at all, you will give a zero.

o Other strategies for mitigating the zero effect.

12. Gradebook computer programs

 Check what grading methods are used.
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 Adjust defaults if necessary.

 Gradebooks connected to parent websites where interim marks can be viewed make clear

grading plans absolutely essential!

13. Conclusions

The first key concept the main purpose of grading is to communicate information about

student achievement is the basic principle from which the rest of the chapter flows.

Scaling and weighting issues are important because those things encode the meaning into the

grade.

Report cards or other communication methods also affect the meaning that grades convey.

Topic : Interpreting Standardized Test Scores

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand Standardized tests

 Understand Common types of standardized tests

 Understand Classroom uses of results

 Understand Testing standards

 Understand Classroom uses of results

 Understand Extra-classroom uses of results

 Understand Test preparation

 Understand Normative information

 Understand Normal curve

 Understand Growth measures

 Understand Criterion-referenced interpretations

 Understand Five guidelines for score interpretation

 Understand Design and scoring

Definition/Overview:
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Not all the students in your child's school can be above average. Here's how to understand

those standardized test reports, and more importantly, use the information to help your child

do well in school. Know which tests are being given. Some common standardized tests given

nationwide in third, fifth and eighth grade are the California Comprehensives and the Detroit

Reading Test. nderstandthe norms. Standardized tests are called standardized because they

measure performance against a normed group (see glossary). The scores will have different

meanings depending on what norm your child's results are ranked against. If you are in an

academically strong school district, for example, your child's scores against national norms

may be quite high.

Key Points:

1. Standardized tests

 Same at every time and place so scores can be comparable

o Procedures

o Administration

o Materials

o Scoring rules

2. Common types of standardized tests

 Multi-level survey batteries

 Multi-level criterion-referenced test for a single curricular area

 Other multi-level tests for a single curricular area

 Single-level standardized tests for one course or subject

 State-mandated customized tests

3. Classroom uses of results

 Describe the educational developmental levels of each student.

o Use this information about student differences to modify or adapt teaching to accommodate

individual needs.

 Describe specific strengths and weaknesses in students.

o Use this information to remediate deficiencies and capitalize on strengths.
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 Describe the extent to which a student has achieved the prerequisites needed to go on to new

or advanced learning.

o Combine with a students classroom performance to make placement recommendations.

 Describe commonalties among students.

o Use this information to group students for instruction.

4. Testing standards

In the field of psychometrics, the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing

place standards about validity and reliability, along with errors of measurement and

individuals with disabilities. The third and final major topic covers standards related to

testing applications, credentialing, plus testing in program evaluation and public policy.

 Describe achievement of specific learning targets.

o Use students performance on clusters of items to make immediate teaching changes.

 Illustrate the kinds and levels of performances expected of them.

o Discuss these expectations with students and how you can work together to fulfill them.

6. Classroom uses of results

 Provide students and parents with feedback about students progress toward learning goals.

o Use this information to establish a plan for home and school to work.

 Confirm or corroborate your judgment about a students general educational development.

o This may indicate you need to consider a particular student further.

7. Extra-classroom uses of results

 School officials use the average scores of a group (class, building, or school system) as one

piece of information to make decisions about needed curriculum or instructional changes.

 Educational evaluators compare the relative effectiveness of alternate methods of instruction.

8. Extra-classroom uses of results

 Educational researchers describe the relative effectiveness of innovations or experiments in

education.

 School superintendents describe to school boards and other stakeholders the relative

effectiveness of the local district.
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o Realize that no single instrument could account for all the factors that affect the learning of

students in a particular community.

9. Test preparation

 Recommended:

o Teach the learning targets.

o Teach general test-taking strategies.

 Questionable:

o Teach only those targets that match the test.

o Teach only the targets and formats on the test.

10. Test preparation

 NOT recommended and generally considered unethical:

o Give students practice on a parallel form of the test.

o Give students practice on the actual test questions.

11. Normative information

 National norms

 Local norms

 Special norm groups

 School averages norms

 Norms should be:

o Relevant

o Representative

o Recent

12. Normal curve

Status measures

 Describe achievement at a given point in time

o Percentile ranks

o Percentile bands

o Linear standard scores
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o Normalized standard scores

o Stanines

o Normal curve equivalent (NCE) scores

13. Growth measures

 Chart growth or progress on a continuous scale

o Expanded scale scores (extended normalized standard scores)

o Grade-equivalent scores

o GE scores are normative this means the student scores like students in that grade, NOT that

he has learned the curriculum for that grade.

14. What is normal growth?

 Grade-equivalent view

o BUT students who gain one grade equivalent each year will not be at the same percentile rank

each year.

 Percentile view

o Maintaining the same percentile rank from year to year is the more common view.

o However, low scoring students fall behind and high scoring students gain in grade-equivalent

terms.

15. Criterion-referenced interpretations

 True criterion-referencing interprets what students know and can do.

 Beware of standardized tests that report criterion-referenced or objectives-referenced scores

on very short scales.

 State tests that report proficiency levels based on cut scores are not truly criterion-referenced.

16. Five guidelines for score interpretation

 Look for unexpected patterns of scores.

 Seek an explanation for patterns.

 Dont expect surprises for every student.

 Use the standard error of measurement (in a confidence interval) to help decide whether

differences are large enough to have instructional significance.
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 Use information from various assessments and observation to explain performance on other

assessments.

17. Conclusions

 Classroom teachers need to know about standardized tests.

o Teachers get calls to interpret standardized test scores to parents because teachers are the first

person parents call when they have questions about school.

o Teachers are more and more being required to use standardized test scores in planning

instruction.

This chapter discussed standardized tests and different kinds of scores first, and then

presented more general principles of interpretation.

18. Design and scoring

In practice, standardized tests can be composed of multiple-choice and true-false

questions. Such items can be tested inexpensively and quickly by scoring special answer

sheets by computer or via computer-adaptive testing. Some tests also have short-answer

or essay writing components that are assigned a score by independent evaluators who use

rubrics (rules or guidelines) and anchor papers (examples of papers for each possible

score) to determine the grade to be given to a response. Most assessments, however, are

not scored by people; people are used to score items that are not able to be scored easily

by computer (i.e., essays). For example, the Graduate Record Exam is a computer-

adaptive assessment that requires no scoring by people (except for the writing portion).
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